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Champaign County Sheriff's
Residence and Jail
The Residence and Jail were constructed
in 1905 from designs by the noted Urbana
architect, Joseph Royer, who also
designed the adjacent Courthouse in 1901
among other important civic buildings.
The building is an example of the
Romanesque Revival architectural style,
an architectural style that has few examples in Champaign County. Located
on its original site, the Sheriff's Residence
and Jail are an increasingly rare example
of county jurisprudence wherein a courthouse and sheriff's residence with at.ached jail share a common locationCourthouse Square. Although not used as
a jail since 1980 and as a residence since
the 1960s, the building retains a very high
degree of integrity.
Architectural Description
The Sheriff's Residence and Jail is
divided into two distinct sections with
the Residence facing Main Street and the
Jail recessed to the rear (south). Two and
one-half stories in height above a raised
and battered limestone foundation, the
rectangular-shaped Residence is of
pressed brick construction (shades of
light brown/orange in color) laid in a running bond with prominent limestone
detailing around the window and door
openings. The limestone foundation consists of large coursed quarry-faced ashlar
blocks laid up in five slightly battered
courses below a slightly projecting
smooth limestone watertable; grade level
rectangular sash openings, covered by
metal grilles, puncture the foundation
plane. A tall asphalt-shingled hip roof
with three gable roof dormers covers the
residential section of the building.
An almost full-width brick porch with
a very shallow clay tile hip roof enhances
the main (north) facade. The porch has
four short brick piers and two engaged
piers with very decorative, incised
Romanesque-detailed stone capitals. The
piers rest on a high stone foundation and

The Champaign County Sheriffs Residence and Jail, 201 East Main, Urbana, was built in 1905
from the design of Joseph Royer. The County Board plans to demolish the building this fall.
watertable that is a continuation of the
Residence's foundation and watertable;
however, at-grade round arch openings
with exaggerated stone voussoirs interrupt this section of the foundation. Very
wide center concrete steps are buttressed
on either side by stone cheek pieces with
stone caps that are only slightly lower
that the porch's foundation; the porch
deck is concrete. Springing from the six
decorative stone cushion capitals are five
arches constructed of three brick rows;
the three arches to the front/north are
very wide, depressed three-centered arches, while the single side arches are segmental. A molded terra cotta cornice with
brick dentils completes the porch details.
Entry to the Sheriff's Residence is
through slightly recessed one-light
beveled-glass double doors below a rectangular one-light transom. The doorway
itself has no surround, but the entrance is
embellished by flanking smooth stone
pilasters with stone capitals decorated by
comer anthemion ornaments and molded

stone bases set on low pedestals with
corner anthemion ornaments. The
pilasters carry a large stone lintel that extends into the doorway opening and is
also decorated by large corner anthemions. Flanking the entrance are wide
one-light double-hung sash set below sixteen-light rectangular transoms. A continuous stone stringcourse/sill joins the
stone watertable at the facade's edge. On
the second story, two paired one-overone-light double-hung windows with
eight-light transoms flank a similar single
center window. All of the windows have
elaborate stone surrounds with chamfered inner edges, quoins, stone sills,
dressed stone transom bars, and stone lintels; the paired windows also have
dressed stone mullions. An intricate entablature encircles the building and is
composed of brick dentils, a curved frieze
decorated with alternating anthemion
and acanthus leaves, and a molded terra
cotta cornice. Centered in the roof is a tall
brick and stone dormer with rounded

